Eid-ul-Azha Guidelines
Bulletin # 303

Eid-ul-Azha Precautionary Measures
While buying sacrificial animal:



Be careful in the market so that the
animal does not hurt you.
Try to keep safe distance from the
sacrificial animal.

While taking sacrificial animal for a walk:




Don’t permit children to go near the
animal or take it on a walk on their own,
it may be a dangerous act.
While feeding the animal make sure it
doesn’t hurts you.

While slaughtering an animal:



Follow the instructions of butcher.
Keep children away from animal while
it is being slaughtered.

Eid Holidays Guidelines
Driving Safety:


Child Safety:








Safety Measures while cooking meat:






Don’t let yourself get distracted – never
leave cooking unattended.
Please refer PSO’s HSE Pocket
guidelines i-e Kitchen Safety
Avoid wearing loose clothing as it can
easily catch fire.
If the oil starts to smoke, it’s too hot.
Turn off the heat and leave it to cool.

Switch off computers properly.
Store important files in cabinet and
clear important papers from desk..

Food Safety:



Meat should be kept under a fan for
almost 4 hours before refrigerating it.
Don’t store meat for a longer period of
time i-e (months)

Don’t ever leave your child alone in
vehicle.
Apply child lock during the journey.

Before leaving for Eid Holidays ensure
that

Proper Handling of Meat:


Please refer PSO’s HSE pocket guide
i-e Vehicle Safety tips.

Avoid over eating, it can cause food
ailments.
While dinning out and eating from
festivals stalls, ensure the quality of
food and its hygiene.

BBQ Safety Tips:







A charcoal barbecue grill should be
used on an outdoor patio or terrace.
Make sure that your charcoal
barbecue is far enough away from
you.
Keep water on hand in case a
charcoal grill needs to be put out in a
hurry. A four – gallon bucket or pail
of water should be an adequate fire
hazard response
Make a safe region around the area
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